SIGN PROVIDED AND INSTALLED BY OWNER

SIGN POST ORIENTATION
(SEE TYPE A OR TYPE B)

12' GALVANIZED, SIGN POST PROVIDED BY OWNER

POST ORIENTATION NOTE:
ORIENT U-CHANNEL POST(S) TO DISPLAY
SIGN(S) TOWARD DRIVE OR PARKING SPACE;
COORDINATE WITH PROJECT REPRESENTATIVE.

PITCH TOP OF CONCRETE POST 30 DEGREES

2 - 4" BOLTS OR REBAR THROUGH SIGN POST AND ATTACHED TO #4 REBAR @
TWO LOCATIONS SHOWN

4 - #4 REBAR, VERTICAL

EXPANSION JOINT(S)

PAVEMENT, AS SPECIFIED

3 - #4 REBAR, HORIZONTAL

CONCRETE 4000 PSI
(REFER TO SECTION 321313 CONCRETE PAVEMENT)

UNDISTURBED SUBGRADE

SEE SPECIFICATION SECTION 324000 SITE APPLIANCES

SIGN POST BOLLARD
SCALE: 1/2"=1'-0"